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Message from the chairman
The climate is changing. That was certainly apparent last summer. For the third time in a row we 
experienced a long drought. Fortunately, it was still possible to continue to provide our private 
customers with quality drinking water for a fixed, low price. And that was not the only challenge 
water-link overcame. Due to extensive water management and the implementation of the necessary 
infrastructure works, excess water was drained away smoothly during extreme rain showers. The 
huge consumption by drinking water companies and the increasing needs of the industry in the port 
of Antwerp contributed to a successful 2019. Therefore, I would like to pass on my special thanks to 
our staff who are available to take care of our customers day and night. I would also like to mention 
the smooth cooperation we enjoy with our stakeholders. Together with them, we are now fully 
committed to corporate social responsibility. 

Message from the CEO
Inspiring everyone to make full use of the power of water. That’s what water-link is committed to. 
How do we achieve that? 

Firstly, by constantly innovating. In 2019, we installed 65,000 digital water meters. There should not 
be any other types of water meter by the end of 2021. In May, we also announced that our second 
water source will alleviate all water scarcity in the future. More innovation? We started building an 
Intelligent Control Centre (ICC).

How do we continue to inspire? By continuing to invest in smart partnerships. Thanks to our 
technology partners, water-link is one step further to achieving quality control, network control and 
circular water management.

And last but not least, our employees inspire. In 2019, 59 more enthusiastic people joined our team. 
They bring a wealth of experience and are a breath of fresh air.
Would you like to know what else happened in 2019? You can find out in this annual report.
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WHAT DO WE DO

Deliver the water supply to the 
residential market

Optimise e-counter
In 2019, the “my water-link” e-counter was 
updated. It now works flawlessly with the 
website. Moreover, the functionality was also 
expanded considerably. For example: has the 
customer moved house? The customer is able 
to decide when the transfer and connection 
will take place, at a time that suits him/her.

With no fewer than 43,000 new users, the 
e-counter was a great success in 2019. 
Videos and contact moments guide the 
customers through the functionalities. 
Wondering what this online service has in 
store for you? Find out here. Ready to get 
started? This guide will help you.
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NEREUS: circular water 
treatment

IMEC sensors as online 
quality control

Digital water meter to 
provide better insight into 
water consumption

What if we can turn wastewater into drinking 
water? No more waste or water scarcity. 
This is why the water-link specialists tackled 
this question and came up with a solution, 
NEREUS. Two pilot projects are currently 
underway: one at Plein Publiek in Antwerp 
and another with a private family. There, 
an installation immediately purifies the 
wastewater into drinking water. We refined 
the technology in 2019 and eliminated 
the last taste and smell issues. We now 
have to wait for approval from the Flemish 
Environment Agency. They will decide 
whether the water is also suitable as drinking 
water. It’s very exciting!
In anticipation of this, we will initiate four 
more projects in 2020: a large retailer 
in Antwerp South and at the Gedempte 
Zuiderdokken in Antwerp. And also at Revive 
in Edegem and Mortsel.
The Antwerp Management School helps us 
to convince customers of the added value of 
this new technology. This is because it brings 
us one step closer to a sustainable future.

How can you be sure your drinking water is 
always of the best quality? Looking for the 
right answer, we joined forces with IMEC. 
Their molecular sensors measure the quality 
parameters required by drinking water at 
a microscopic level. The small sensors are 
connected to our existing measurement 
systems via the Internet of Things (IoT). 
This innovative project gives customers 
good insight of their drinking water quality 
in real time. Add to this the already-existing 
measurements and laboratory analysis, and 
you are assured of safe drinking water.

In 2019, together with Porteau Fino, we 
installed 67,000 digital water meters to 
replace old types. Our goal is to equip all 
our customers with a digital water meter 
by the end of 2021. Together with the city 
of Antwerp, we received the Agoria Smart 
City Award Energy for this project. This is an 
award for Belgian cities or municipalities that 
are actively developing into a “Smart City”. 
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Aqua Advanced & DMA 
zone Ekeren

With Aqua Advanced & DMA, water-link 
wants to monitor the water network even 
better. The objective? To optimise the pipe 
network and detect leaks faster. We started 
using the software last year. We now have 
enough data to draw the right conclusions. 

Some advantages of the digital water meter:

Connection to water-link network. The 
water meter sends data directly to water-
link. In 2019, we improved the connection 
between the meters and our network. 
Billing is now smoother thanks to the 
data we collect. We can also react to the 
automatic reporting more quickly. Because 
a report of a backflow problem can be a 
danger to public health. Acting quickly and 
solving the problem just got a lot easier.

Better insight into consumption. 
Customers can now monitor exactly how 
much they use by checking online, which 
reduces the chance of surprises when 
the bill arrives. In fact, the meter sends a 
message when consumption peaks. Maybe 
this is caused by a leak? The customer is 
then able to intervene and prevent the 
situation getting worse.

E-counter: “my water-link”. We collected 
all the feedback about our customers’ 
e-counter. And as a result, we made it 
even more user-friendly in 2019.

Ekeren district came first. Deurne-Zuid zone 
followed in 2019. But what exactly does 
Aqua Advanced & DMA mean?

The water supply is measured online.
Thanks to the digital meters in customers’ 
residences, we can detect leak losses 
faster and more accurately.
We monitor the water quality day and 
night through the built-in micro-quality 
measurements.

As a result, the leakage losses in our network 
decreased. The ILI fell to 0.79, which is an 
excellent value

Residential market in numbers

92.514 84.351 515
processed documents processed calls installed 

waterconnections
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WHAT DO WE DO

Sewer management for the 
residential market

Rainwater plans

Water plan

Our task as a water company: to offer the 
best quality drinking water. But we do more. 
We also drain excess water and keep drains 
and gullies clean. How do we do this?

The rainwater plans established by water-link 
for the city of Antwerp and the municipalities 
of Kontich and Schoten proved to be a great 
success. The municipality of Edegem now 
also wants to focus on climate-proof projects. 
A rainwater plan is the first step in this. We 
already started with the inventory of water 
management in Fort V.

City of Antwerp takes precautions against 
climate changes. Dealing with flooding and 
low supplies is a priority. After the rainwater 
plan, it is now the turn of a water plan. This 

forms the basis for future infrastructure 
works in the city, such as redesigning squares 
and streets. 
We look at the best solution for water 
storage and infiltration per district. We collect 
rainwater from roofs to infiltrate or even 
reuse it. As a result, we can avoid there being 
even more water in the sewers. 
The five large water structures also play a 
major role in this: the Schijn, the Donkse 
Beek, the Hollebeek, the Ruien and the 
docks. They ensure smooth drainage of 
rainwater to the waterways and the port, and 
relieve the sewerage. This means the city can 
arm itself against extreme rain showers. The 
IJzerlaan canal is a good example of this.
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Inspections with drones

Optimise gully clearing

Interventions against 
flooding 

Together with Aquafin, we completed a pilot 
project using drones to inspect the sewers. Is 
the sewer system large enough for the drone 
to move through? If it is, we do not have 
to clean it in advance, which is required for 
a moving camera inspection. This saves us 
costs for sludge processing.
We performed tests on different types 
of sewers: circular 600 mm and 900 mm, 
rectangular 700 x 470 mm and ovoid 
1200/800 mm. We then mapped the 
following parameters: user-friendliness, 
image quality, battery life, speed of image 
processing, digital storage space and total 
cost. After a thorough evaluation, the drones 
turned out to be of enormous added value.

We also took a closer look at gully clearance 
in 2019. Normally, we clean each gully a few 
times a year. However, this is not always 
necessary. This is why we took photos 
with sensors during the last clearance. We 
collected information on the amount of 
sludge, accumulated dirt and leaves. We now 
use this information to determine when the 
next clearance is required. As a result, we 
avoid unnecessary work and save time and 
costs.

In Mortsel, we created buffer basins in the 
Drabstraat and Gustaaf Lavastraat. We 
also put the vision of rainwater collection 
into practice during the reconstruction of 
Fortstraat and Lodewijk Dosfellei around Fort 
IV.
We managed to get the necessary subsidies 
to give the sewers and roads in the 
Terbekenhof industrial zone in Wilrijk a new 
look. We provided water buffers that now 
absorb flooding around the A12.
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Sewer management in numbers

51,3 231 452
€ million invested in 

replacement and expansion of 
sewage systems and individual 

water treatment units

km of sewerage 
cleared of which 69 
km preventive and 
126 km as part of 

Asset Management

sewer connections 
installed

Royers lock

In 2019, water-link completed the design for 
making changes to the sewer infrastructure 
around the Royers lock. The lock will be 
extended and widened as part of a further 
development of the port of Antwerp. In 
addition, the new sewage infrastructure will 
drain rainwater and wastewater from the city 
centre and some adjacent districts. This helps 
protect the city against flooding, as required 
in the Sigma Plan.

What is the plan of approach?

The current water pumping station at 
Royers lock, which is currently located 
in the future expansion zone of the lock, 
will be demolished. A new wastewater 
pumping station will be built on 
Mexicostraat. 
The water pumping station at the 
Siberiastraat will be replaced by a new 
auger pumping station at the Dry Docks. 
To discharge wastewater from the 
new Mexicostraat pumping station to 
the Aquafin sewage treatment plant, 
a pressure pipe will be laid under the 
Kattendijk dock.
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WHAT WE DO

Water supply to industry

The event, “Closing the water loop” took 
place on 9 May. Water-link proposed the 
new approach to tackle climate change to 
customers and stakeholders at the event. By 
desalinating brackish water from the port, we 
will compensate for future water shortages in 
the Maas. We are developing various options 
for tapping this second water source even 
further with all stakeholders.

In 2019, water-link supplied 10,5 million m³ 
treated water to the industry via the eight 
Induss installations. Our customers thus 
received tailor-made water – from low-quality 
process water to high-quality demineralised 
water. And this with a delivery reliability 
of almost 100 percent. Due to the strong 
economic growth of our industrial customers, 

Fourth production line 
Induss I
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demand for process water is also peaking. 
We have seen strong growth in the Antwerp 
and Ghent ports for the third year in a row. 
Contracts were therefore renewed and 
expanded. 
We also established a fourth production 
line in Induss I, the water factory on the 
Scheldelaan in Antwerp. This will ensure we 
can double capacity in eight years. With a 
production of 2000 m³ per hour, its own 
supply of 15,000 m³, and a pipeline network 
of 22 kilometres, this demineralisation 
installation is one of the largest in Europe. 
This is how we meet the rising demand for 
demineralised water in the port of Antwerp. 

Induss II

In the port of Ghent, the new Indus II bis 
water factory is almost ready. In support of 
the existing Indus I, it will convert no less 
than 7,680 m³ of dock water into process 
water per day. This innovative treatment 
unit will be ready just in time to supply new 
customers. With the construction of an extra 
pipeline network, we can guarantee smooth 
distribution.

For water supplies to shipping, we came up 
with a new offer that meets the needs of this 
sector.

In order to offer all our customers the 
right solutions, and to provide professional 
guidance in their projects, we expanded the 
sales team with two key account managers. 
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The average availability of the 6 Induss 
production sites is 99.98%.

In 2019, our deliveries slightly increased 
compared to 2018

From 2018 to 2019 our deliveries of 
bulkwater increased with 7%

Industrial water supply in numbers
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WHAT WE DO

Water supply to water companies

Expansion of production 
South

In our Sugar productions at Walem, we are 
currently expanding the local drinking water 
storage by 25,000 m³. This is an extra buffer 
to meet the greater demand from Farys, 
Pidpa and De Watergroep.
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Increasing number of 
deliveries

Supply to De Watergroep

Improve connection with 
Farys

Collaboration with Pidpa

For the third year in a row, we experienced 
an exceptionally long period of drought. As 
a result, Aqueduct partners Farys and De 
Watergroep purchased extra water from us. 
Pidpa also caused a significant increase.

The works on the water pumping station in 
Mechelen-Zuid are at an advanced stage. 
We are installing a transport pipeline from 
this station to Zemst. We hope to start using 
that new network connection by september 
2020. Then we will start supplying water to 
De Watergroep in Flemish Brabant.

The consumption from water company 
Farys also increased significantly in 2019. 
Meanwhile, Farys is correcting the problems 
with one of its transport pipelines to enable a 
further rise.

Our collaboration with water company 
Pidpa took shape. The renovation of the 
waste water collector along the Albert 
Canal makes it possible to connect our 
Oelegem production centre to that of Pidpa. 
Completion of that project is scheduled for 

late 2020. We will then also connect our 
production centre Zuid via the new DN900 
transport pipeline between Viersel and 
Walem. This means we will easily be able to 
guarantee the water supply to Pidpa.

On 1 January 2019, Boechout, Kontich and 
Kapellen switched to Pidpa for their water 
supply. Delivery will continue via water-
link, which will immediately increase Pidpa’s 
consumption by 2 million m³ per year.

Water-link profiles itself more strongly than 
ever as a water producer and preferred 
supplier in Flanders. This means we will 
remain the largest player in water distribution 
in Antwerp and occupy a strong position in 
the changing water landscape.
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Corporate social 
responsibility

Water-link invariably focuses on growth. With 
initiatives in corporate social responsibility, 
project management, risk management, 
internal audit and process management, we 
brought corporate maturity up to a higher 
level in 2019.

In recent years, everything has been focused 
on the 2016-2020 business strategy, with a 
strong focus on innovation. This is expressed 
in sustainable solutions such as digital water 
meters and better networks.

In 2016, we chose drive, responsibility, trust 
and sustainability as corporate values. They 
are now well ingrained in our employees, 
who invariably respond to sustainability. Both 
in the development of new projects and in 
changes within water-link.

Climate change is becoming increasingly 
important. It is logical that climate and 

WHAT WE DO

Continuing professionalisation
sustainability are generally at the top of our 
agenda. We receive concerned questions 
from both industrial and social points of 
view. With the most important issue being: 
can water-link guarantee us a water supply? 
Our specialists put their heads together. 
They started materiality analysis and 
background studies. They discussed ideas 
with management, and presented them to 
stakeholders for approval – the basis for our 
new sustainability strategy. 

The implementation phase of this strategy 
will start in 2020. So together we are working 
on an even more sustainable organisation. 
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Portfolio management, 
programme and project 
methodology (PPP)

We noticed that we were not building up 
our projects sufficiently. Often the biggest 
priority was to finalise the financial element. 
As a result, the departments involved gave 
a different interpretation of the results of 
projects. Result: IT, Operations and Business 
were not aligned. Roles and responsibilities 
were not well distributed, to prevent too 
many projects being started at once. We did 
not manage to achieve our targets. 

A different approach was required. With the 
“Change programme”, we want to structure 
project management. The new PMO (Project 
Management Office) department ensures 
smooth implementation and follow-up of 
the programme under the motto Doing the 
right projects right. They informed colleagues 
about the new operation and showed them 
the added value for their project progress.

We also deployed PMO key users. As 
ambassadors, they act as a bridge between 
the audit team of the finance department. 
They support project leaders and programme 
managers with the financial substantiation 
and follow-up of their projects.

The PMO also drew up a multi-year plan 
to measure the growth (maturity) of all 
stakeholders in the organisation. We asked 
everyone to fill in a survey. The intention is to 
repeat this annually to determine the degree 
of maturity. 

The first steps towards successful 
development of the “Change programme” 
were already taken with the following 
achievements:

The PPP method provided a clear description 
of the portfolio and programme structures. 

To this end, we developed a strategic and 
operational programme. We defined the 
criteria for projects: categories, life cycle, 
responsibilities and governance. Every month, 
the management team (MT) reviews the 
status of the programmes and projects. It 
will also look at the approval of the prepared 
project files during this MT portfolio meeting.
The new dedicated programme managers are 
responsible for the programme management. 
The first steps towards benefit management 
were also taken.

We worked out standard documents and 
templates per project type and size. These 
templates simplify the preparation of 
motivation and financial business cases. They 
also make follow-up via programme and 
project reports easier.

We completed the portfolio process. For 
example, the development of an idea into an 
approved project, its follow-up and closure, 
neatly match the other financial processes. As 
part of the budget, we review the portfolio 
process annually. We then also look at the 
project applications that fall outside the 
budget round.

The portfolio capacity planning is on track 
for the next eighteen months. This ensures 
we know, in the medium term, which 
resources are required to complete all 
projects. We base our decisions on this and 
reposition where necessary. We can also 
decide whether to hire project employees 
temporarily or permanently.
On the PMO Portal, we collected all 
necessary documents at a central point on 
SharePoint. These are all accessible to and 
managed by all stakeholders.
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Risk management

Risk management helps an organisation 
achieve its objectives at all levels. Only 
when all the risks have been identified can 
the necessary actions be taken to achieve a 
goal. Water-link initiatives also included risk 
management. But an overarching framework 
was missing. As a result, there was no 
comprehensive overview of the different risk 
types and the actions taken.

We developed a framework based on various 
workshops. We identified and evaluated 
the various risks. Finally, we discussed the 
actions to manage the risks. During this 
process, we always weighed the costs and 
benefits. 

As a result of the success, risk management 
has become an integral part of our activities. 
We keep a close eye on running activities 
and adjust them where necessary. 

Internal audit

Water-link shifted its approach from a 
normal internal audit to a risk-based one. 
As a result, auditors can act as an assurance 
provider towards the administrative bodies. 
As a business partner, it also gives them 
added value for management and the 
entire organisation. So we made a new 
internal audit plan. Other matters were also 
discussed:

We also established an audit charter in which 
we recorded governance. We submit all 
our audit findings to management. We also 
provide a report to the Board of Directors 
every semester.

Process management

SAP did not always work efficiently. This is 
why we decided to review the processes 
thoroughly, from start to finish. We worked 
on two pilot projects: these would investigate 
the maintenance process in production and 
the meter-to-cash-process for residential 
customers. 

After an evaluation, the “Process-oriented 
work” project was created to improve process 
control. We set objectives for each process 
and set up documentation.

 Objects to be achieved

 Delivery of documents

Document the process in clear instructions

Process flowcharts

Determine new TO BE process

Process descriptions

Reduce lead time

Risk and control matrices

Implement performance indicators

RACI

Reduce costs, etc.

Map process risks to evaluate whether the 
necessary control measures are in place

Action plans and performance indicatorsavailable capacity
work carried out by other assurance 
providers, such as an external auditor
average duration of an audit
duration of an audit
presence of expertise
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The process folder and the regulatory 
document, in which the roles and governance 
are defined, are validated. A number of 
processes are currently being assessed. The 
processes still to be assessed in 2020 have 
also been determined.

To make everything concerning process 
management run smoothly, water-link 
employs a risk and process manager.

Flanders drought plan

Impact study of drinking 
water supply in Flanders

Do we want to make sure we are well-
prepared for extreme drought? Then we 
must work together. This is why water-
link actively participates in the Flemish 
government’s initiatives to tackle climate 
change. Flanders’ drought plan is one of 
them. This ensures transparent exchange of 
information about drinking water availability 
in Flanders. It is also part of the integrated 
water management CIW 2.0, on which the 
Coordination Committee for Integrated 
Water Policy is working hard.

The Maas is an important supplier of 
water. Unfortunately, drought often causes 
problems. And international climate scenarios 
confirm the risk of water scarcity in the 
summer months. This is why water-link 
announced plans in May about how we can 
protect ourselves against shortages. 

The plans offer a number of options for 
desalinating brackish water. On the one 
hand, to use it in our production, on the 
other hand for our industrial customers. A 
feasibility study is being conducted in close 
collaboration with our stakeholders, in which 
we are weighing up the pros and cons. We 
will then proactively work on adapting the 
existing infrastructure to climate changes. 
This is how we will guarantee our customers’ 
water supply in the future.
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Key figures
Customers

Rates

Residents operated area

Domestic standard price (per m³)

Drinking water customers

Domestic comfort price (per m³)

Water purification customers

Non domestic flat rate (per m³)

New sewer connections

Drinking water connections

Water deliveries

Employees

Total produced volume (in m³)

Number of employees

Residential deliveries (in m³)

Total billed volume

Average day volume (in m³)

Number of recruitments

Industrial supplies (in m³)

Length pipeline network in km

Highest day volume (in m³)

Supplies to other water companies: 
Pidpa, De Watergroep, TMVW en Evides (in m³)

2019

597.265 629.423

1,4084 1,3704

188.917 201.499

2,8168 2,7408

231.093 243.675

1,5660 1,5237

363 297

438 594

2018

150.362.341 145.744.530

522 504

30.486.046 28.706.703

149.361.238 142.774.899

404.831 392.478

56 77

59.779.974 59.052.518

2.303 2.527

478.605 474.892

59.095.218 54.015.678
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Major events in 2019
Building and 
Renovation Fair 
Antwerp Expo
9-17 January 2109

1586 visitors visited our stand at the Building and 
Renovation Fair 2019. That is an Increase of no less than 
65 percent. Our quiz about digital meters was also very 
successful. 652 people took part, and then tried their luck 
with the wheel of fortune. As the icing on the cake, our 
stand also won the design award.
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Dr. Rashid 
Alleem visits 
water-link
23 January 2019

Dr. Rashid Alleem is the chairman of SEWA. This is the 
energy and water company of the sultanate of Sharjah, 
neighbouring Dubai and Abu Dhabi. As an UNO envoy, he 
is an authority on water. He was fascinated by our vision 
for sustainable water policy. And with our innovations, such 
as digital water meters and circular water production with 
NEREUS technology.

Accreditation: Labo 
BELAC label
February

In February, our laboratory was thoroughly examined by 
the BELAC auditors. This service is a department within the 
FPS Economy that awards accreditations to laboratories and 
entities. 

The auditors relied on the recent version of the ISO17025 
standard (ISO/IEC17025:2017). Our lab met all the strict 
requirements and received the official certificate, valid for 
five years. This provides us with a guarantee of the best 
drinking water quality for customers.

The sampling, general and inorganic chemistry and 
bacteriology/biology departments were also audited for 
technical conformity.
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Terbekehof heat 
network
19 March 2019

The renovation of the Terbekehof business park in Wilrijk 
started in March. For this, we joined forces with POM 
Antwerp, Aquafin, ISVAG, the City of Antwerp and the 
Wilrijk district. Together we worked on a sustainable and 
attractive site and prepared it for the future. For example, 
we thoroughly tackled flooding. And by rolling out the heat 
network, we can provide companies with sustainable heat. 
The result is better air quality for local residents.

Agoria Smart City 
Award
26 March 2019

In recent years we have been fully committed to our digital 
water meter project. This is something Agoria technology 
federation immediately noticed. Every year, they present the 
Smart City Awards to cities and municipalities that invest 
in technological innovations to improve the lives of their 
inhabitants. In 2019, water-link won the Agoria Smart City 
Award in the Energy category. A great reward for our efforts.
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YouthStart
24 April 2019

In 2019, water-link entered into a partnership with 
YouthStart. This is a non-profit organisation that gives 
unemployed, low-skilled young people between the ages 
of 16 and 30 the opportunity to make their dream come 
true. During an eight-day training session, they discover 
their talents and work on the business plan of their dream 
project. And they get support from coaches who work at a 
reduced rate. On the last day, they present their business 
plan to an advisory board. They then receive the YouthStart 
certificate as a reward. A great initiative to boost young 
people’s self-confidence and give direction to their lives.
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Interreg 2 Seas 
Video Award for 
NEREUS

Start of the 
Tap Water 
Campaign

25 april 2019

2 May 2109

The Interreg 2 Seas Mid-Term Review event took place at 
ICC Ghent on 25 and 26 April. Interreg 2 Seas supports 
projects that actively contribute to sustainable energy 
and water policy, and climate change through social and 
technical innovation.

The presentation of the Interreg 2 Seas Video Award is the 
highlight of the event. Water-link submitted a video about 
the NEREUS project. Using NEREUS, we are working hard 
to purify rain and waste water into drinking water for private 
individuals and companies.

Water-link won second place in the competition, beating 
four hundred participants from France, the Netherlands, the 
United Kingdom and Belgium.

Would you like to know more about NEREUS? Watch this 
video here.

Promoting tap water? Why not ask some celebrities for 
help? Tom Waes and Natalia tell us why they drink tap 
water. The campaign was a great success. Thanks to 
AquaFlanders, the association of Flemish water companies 
and sewer managers.
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Closing the 
water loop
9 May 2019

On 9 May, we organised an information session for our 
industrial customers in the Antwerp Port Authority Building. 
“Closing the water loop” allowed us to take a look into 
the future. We opted for a new water source and for the 
expansion of our production centre in Oelegem. This video 
contains a collection of the most important moments.

Spread 
the Water 
campaign
June to September 2019

Tap water is better for the environment and the wallet. It’s 
as healthy as bottled water. We are convinced of this! Now 
we have to convince the rest of Flanders. This is why our 
promotional team went to various events. They introduced 
11,800 people to our delicious tap water. 
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Aquarama 
Trade Fair

Opening of  
the fourth 
production line 
Induss I

24 October 2109

25 November 2109

The Aquarama trade fair took place in the Brabanthal, 
Leuven on 24 October. It is the annual meeting of 
stakeholders from Belgium and the Netherlands with 
interests in the water technology and treatment sector. 
Water-link was also present this year. We helped the 
industrial end-user find appropriate solutions to their water 
technology challenges.

On Monday 25 November, we started up the fourth Induss 
I production line with a festive opening. All our relations and 
colleagues who participated in this project were present.

Flemish minister Zuhal Demir praised water-link: “With the 
opening of this new production line, water-link is clearly 
leading the way. This investment ensures sufficient water of 
the right quality, while still paying attention to low energy 
consumption and heat recovery. And with as little waste as 
possible. Your hard work ensures the whole of Flanders can 
enjoy clean water every day. As well as tomorrow. I really 
appreciate that, and as Minister of the Environment, I would 
like to thank you for that. Keep up the good work! We will 
be joining forces in the coming years because the work here 
is not done yet.”
You can find a summary of this happy day here.
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test drinking 
water 
emergency 
procedure
27 November 2019

AquaFlanders and water-link organised a major exercise to 
test the emergency drinking water distribution procedure. 
This will help us the refine our processes and optimise our 
service where necessary.

The test took place in Ekeren: the first grid zone we are 
monitoring in an innovative way. We measure the water 
supply online. We detect water leaks immediately via digital 
water meters. The built-in micro quality measurements 
check the water quality day and night. We follow all this 
information closely from our Intelligent Control Centre (ICC).
Would you like to know how the procedure went? Watch 
this video.
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About us
Staff

Executive committee Management Auditor

voorzitter raad van 
bestuur: André Gantman
ondervoorzitter raad van 
bestuur: Philip Heylen
secretaris raad van bestuur: 
Samuel Markowitz
lid raad van bestuur: 
Robert Voorhamme
lid raad van bestuur: 
Wouter Rombouts

Franky Cosaert
Steven De Schrijver
Koen De Schutter
Ann Vylders
Frank De clercq

Grant Thornton 
Bedrijfsrevisoren, 
vertegenwoordigd door 
Paul De Weerdt.

Boards of directors Mandate until 27/03/2019

Bruno Byl
Edwin De Cleyn
Fernand Bossaerts
Fons Duchateau
Danny Feyen
André Gantman
Jean Goedtkindt
Koen Laenens
Gerda Tahon

Veerle D’Haene
Philip Heylen
Samuel Markowitz
Jan Oerlemans
Patrick Paredaens
Mik Renders
Wouter Rombouts
Ronny Sabo
Tjerk Sekeris

Marleen Van den Eynde
Jan Van der Vloet
Frederic van Haaren
Lieve Voets
Robert Voorhamme
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Vision and strategy

Water-link wants to inspire everyone to really 
use the power of water.
How?

A world without water? Unthinkable. Water 
must always be available to everyone. 
Water-link wants to ensure this: as the 
largest producer of drinking water in 
Flanders and the largest supplier of drinking 
water in the Antwerp region. We offer 
tailor-made activities and services in a 
sustainable manner. In this way we create 
added value for customers, shareholders and 
stakeholders. Our strengths? A sophisticated 
asset management methodology, continuous 
innovation, technical performance and a 
driven customer focus.

1. Continuous innovation
By the end of 2020 we will be a trendsetter 
in the new water landscape.

2. Investing in smart partnerships
By the end of 2020 we will be the preferred 
partner in the new water landscape.

3. Building the team of the future
By the end of 2020 we will be the preferred 
employer in the new water landscape.

Mission & vision

Strategy

developing services for circular water 
management;
set up smart monitoring systems;
evolve to a one-stop shop with smooth 
service.

becoming a motivator of synergies to 
increase value creation;
becoming a facilitator for providers of 
innovative water products;
becoming an accelerator for start-ups with 
sustainability focus.

making processes more efficient within the 
new structure;
motivating people managers to inspire 
their team;
developing employees through training 
and coaching.
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Our team

Steven 
De schrijver

Franky
Cosaert

Ann
Vylders

Koen de
Schutter

Frank De
clercq

COO CEO CSO CFO CCO

Values
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Employees

529 59 15
employees

(342 statutory and 187 
contract workers)

new colleagues in 
2019

work accidents

Supplying water around the clock? We succeed every time thanks to the dedication of our driven 
employees. They have a passion for their work and a heart for our customers.

Building the human pillar of our strategy, the 
team of the future, requires a daily effort. We 
are committed to making optimum use of our 
employees’ talents by:

Managers play an essential role in any 
organisation, but even more so in the middle 
of a transition process. Another leadership 
day was organised specifically for our 
management team. The stepping stone was 
our own leadership model, “You are the link”. 
The programme provides executives with a 
basic framework to develop their coaching 
leadership style, better understand their 
role, and to grow with the team within the 
organisation.

periodic coaching, individually or in groups

an extensive training offer tailored to 
the needs of the teams through both 
sustainable partnerships with external 
partners and our own initiatives, such as 
the water-link academy with an annual 
summer offer where extensive time is 
taken to refresh knowledge or increase 
knowledge of certain topics

individual training offer for each employee

Coaching and training
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Within water-link, the prevention service and 
the HR department are working increasingly 
closely together. This has laid the foundation 
for a resilience project that will take shape 
in the course of next year. We bundled 
all the initiatives around strengthening 
resilience within the teams, among individual 
employees, and therefore within water-link.

Absenteeism due to illness decreased in 
2019, but remains an ongoing challenge. 
Commitment to well-being to keeping 
employees healthy, focused and motivated 
therefore remains a constant focus. 
Together with an external partner, the 
prevention service organised a risk analysis 
of psychosocial aspects.  Group discussions 
were used for this. In the spring of 2019, 268 
employees took part in the group discussions. 
We incorporated those results into an action 
plan. In 2020, we will use this action plan 
as the backbone to organise a large-scale 
project based on resilience and agility.

Finally, we also changed our hospitalisation 
insurance and outpatient insurance partners. 
Our new partners offer even wider coverage 
and are easier to use.

Prevention service 
action plan 

New employment law to 
take effect

Clear agreements are key for a well-running 
organisation. At the end of 2018, we 
concluded an agreement with the trade union 
partners on the new work regulations and 
the legal status regulation. These regulations 
came into force in the first quarter of 2019. 
We used intensive training and information 
sessions to bring all these agreements to our 
managers and employees. As always, they 
were able to contact their manager or HR 
department if they had questions.

In 2018 we laid the foundation for SAP 
SuccessFactors: the HR module of SAP. 
After the successful implementation of the 
Recruiting module, the training module was 
also introduced and the Employee Central 
module started. Thanks to these tools, 
HR employees can now focus more on 
creating value, rather than administration. 
In addition, the entire support department 
finalised ServiceNow, a digital service 
platform that connects all support services. 
This means our employees have access to 
the support departments and the necessary 
documentation wherever they are, and at 
all times. This ensures smooth cooperation 
between the support departments. As a 
result, the department can grow into a fully-
fledged and integrated service centre in 
which costs are optimised and added value is 
maximised. In the coming years, we will also 
expand this portal to the financial department 
and the health and safety service.

Simplify processes
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Focusing on a sustainable 
career

Productivity, well-being and a stable career 
go hand in hand. This is why water-link 
organises an annual welfare month. We gave 
our employees a nudge to promote their 
health and well-being. With this, we are 
helping them to maintain a healthy work-life 
balance. 

Internally, 25 employees progressed to 
another internal position within water-link.

Safety remains essential for our organisation. 
The annual safety days show that we are 
fully committed to this. In addition, many 
employees attended safety training. In doing 
so, they help us maintain our VCA certificate. 
Because we want to become a preferential 
employer within the sector, we are also 
committed to a more innovative form of 
rewarding. In 2019, we set up a flexible pay 
plan. Employees now have a choice about 
how they spend part of their annual salary. 
The focus for 2019 was sustainable mobility. 
The optional package will be adapted and 
expanded in the coming years.
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Contact & information
General information Head office

All your questions For urgent interventions

Water-link
Enterprise number: 0204.923.881
Legal form: commissioned association
Lab: recognized and accredited according to 
EN 17025

Mechelsesteenweg 66
2018 Antwerpen

Find the answer online
Or call: 078 35 35 09
(on working days from 8 to 12 and from 13 
to 16)

Bel 03 244 05 44 (permanently 
accessible)


